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Kwesta tops Sway's best freestyle 2017 list 
For the first time ever, there’s a South African featured on any of Sway's 
best freestyle lists. Some of Mzansi's biggest hip-hop talent have 
graced the mic on Sway Calloway's US Sway in the Morning radio 
show,Nasty C, AKA and Cassper Nyovest have all appeared on the 
radio showbut only one artist has made the radio host's "best free-
style" list. Sway was so impressed with Kwesta's skills that four 
months later he has featured Kwesta's bars on his Top 5 Freestyles 
of 2017…So Far! list. Putting Kwesta on top of the list, Sway hailed 
him as "the king of African rap".The ‘Ngud' hitmaker Kwesta ap-
peared on the iconic radio show in March and dropped a freestyle that 
was so hot, he later released it as a free single. He is the only African on 
the list, which also features Cyhi The Prynce, Oswin Benjamin, Westside 
Gunn, Eminem's protégé Conway and Cash Money's Jay Dot Deep. 
“We are at the midway point of the year and we have already had a pack of 
hyenas stop by Sway In The Morning to blaze the mic. With so much talent and 
so many bars it was hard to create this list. But here are some of the top freestyles 
for the first half of the year.” - Sway 

DJ BONGZ NO LONGER AT MABALA NOISE 

One of the original founders of Mabala Noise‚ DJ Bongz has announced that 
he has left the stable‚ which he has co-owned with politician Reggie Nkabinde. 
The DJ made the announcement on his Facebook page and said it was with 
immediate effect. Bongz also revealed that he had started his own record la-
bel Gwara Gwara entertainment. The DJ did not disclose the reasons for his 
sudden departure from Mabala Noise‚ but went on to wish the label the best 
through a series of tweets. “Protect your peace. Know when to leave, Manje 
isikhathi sokupha I Gwara Gwara entertainment I will communicate it through 
my music.” Said DJ Bongz in a series of Tweets. 
The label started off as Emabalabala then was later re-branded to Mabala 
Noise in 2015.  Mabala Noise spokesperson Mhlo Gumede told Tshi-
saLIVE the label would comment on the matter during the course of the day. 
Mhlo explained that they needed to meet with DJ Bongz before they issued 
an official statement. 



East Coast Radio and Drive presenter, Phat Joe, have mutually agreed not to re-
new his contract with the station. 
In early 2016 reports surfaced that Joe would leave his Metro FM breakfast show 
to pursue a career at East Coast Radio, taking over the drive time slot. Phat Joe, 
who has been with East Coast Radio for a year, is leaving the station due to a vari-
ety of new commitments outside of KwaZulu-Natal. East Coast Radio program-
ming manager Zane Derbyshire says, “Phat Joe is one of the most respected en-
tertainment personalities in South Africa, and while the relationship has ended 
sooner than we would have liked, we understand the demanding nature of his 
new projects.” “Phat Joe has contributed substantially to East Coast Radio in his 
Drive presenter, but his demanding schedule has put undue pressure on him,” it 
reads. Derbyshire adds, “At the same time, the Drive show is one of the flagship 
shows on the station and requires the full-time dedication of its host in Durban. 
We would like to wish Joe all the success with his new ventures, which he will be 
launching soon. He remains a friend of East Coast Radio.” 

MABALA NOISE NOT LOOKING GOOD 
 

First it was Ricky leaving then followed co-Founder DJ Bongz and now this, 
Seems like Mabala Noise produces more drama than Music. Musicians 
Zakes Bantwini and Kwesta have both publicly lambasted Mabala Noise for 
what they claim was unprofessional treatment which saw them pull out of 
the label’s massive Durban July concert over the weekend. Both musicians 
were set to perform at the record label’s official Durban July launch concert 
on Friday but left fans in the lurch after refusing to perform. Taking to Twit-
ter on Monday‚ Kwesta apologised to fans and blamed it on Mabala Noise 
giving him only 15 minutes to perform. “I would like to apologize to every-
one that came to Greyville racecourse to see me at the @Mabala_Noise 
event. Business wasn't handled right” said Kwesta. 
“A 15min show would be disrespectful to you. We came as a band and re-
hearsed a whole show for the event. Til the next one. Apologies.” He add-
ed. Zakes was more vocal in his criticism‚ accused the label of being disre-
spectful and slammed the “appalling” treatment he claims artists received. 

Nomzamo Mbatha Scores Another Endorsement Deal 
 
"You don't go natural,You return to it."Truly excited and hon-
oured to partner with @LorealParisSA Hair on this campaign! 
#CurlPride”, Nomzamo tweeted. Nomzamo is speeding towards 
global stardom faster than the Gautrain on a busy day, and has 
sealed a massive deal with international cosmetics giant L'Oréal. 
The company announced Nomzamo as their newest "brand advo-
cate" at a swanky event on Tuesday. She follows in the footsteps 
of former brand advocate Terry Pheto. “We are so EXCITED and 
PROUD to introduce to you our NEW brand advocate and 
#lorealista @NomzamoMbatha #Curlpride”, that was an official 
Tweter announcement by Nomzamo’s new employers. Nomza-
mo's new role was unveiled alongside several new products 
aimed at the treatment of natural and curly hair.The deal comes 
only days after Nomzamo wowed international audiences as a 
host at the Essence Music Festival in America, and just over a 
week after hosting the international BET awards ceremony. Her 
rumoured bae Maps took to Twitter to congratulate Nomzamo 
on the deal and retweet the announcement. 











Z O L A   M B A N G U T A  

My name is Zola Mbanguta, age 25 (4th of April 1992) from 
Queenstown, Eastern Cape. I live and work in Pretoria, having 
studied here (at the Tshwane University of Technology). Pre-
toria has always been my ideal location, with most of my fam-
ily being based here since the early 2000's.   
By day, I work as a Water Engineering Technician (I love my 
work). I am a model and actor, managed by Alushi Models in 
Johannesburg. I have always wanted to be a magazine - fea-
tured model, 'though I brushed it off as a skinny, township 
and not appealing kid. My goals is to become a brand ambas-
sador for an underwear and sporting brand (*nudge - nudge). 
I see myself being a regular feature in S.A's trending fashion 
and health (and wellness) magazines, such as Men's Health, 
GQ magazine, Destiny  
Man and Forbes magazine. I am also going to try my luck at 
the upcoming COSMOS Sexiest Man Calendar competi-
tion...I'm counting on my abs to do the trick (no pun intend-
ed, LOL).   
My highlight in my modeling / acting career has to be a role I 
featured in as, "African handsome man" for the international 
BET series, "Madiba". This series was filmed in South Africa 
and is about the life of the late world icon and Nobel Peace 
Prize recipient, Nelson Mandela. This series was directed by 
Kevin Hooks (director of Prison Break) and starred the Ameri-
can A - list actor, Laurence Fishburne (Madiba).  
My role was with the beautiful and successful actress, Terry 
Pheto (Winnie Mandela).  

I have started to compete as an IFBB (International Federation 
of Bodybuilding) athlete in the Athletic Physique category. Here 
my alter ego is unleashed. As an amateur athlete, I have compet-
ed in 3 competitions (with 2 gold and 1 silver awards) in my cate-
gory. My goal is to qualify for the Arnold Classic Africa 2018 and 
to compete with professional competitors... I'm looking forward 
to that very much.   
I am fortunate enough to have a few positive influencers in my 
life. First and foremost is my mother, she is my rock and true 
source of inspiration. She has sacrificed everything for me and 
my siblings. I am who I am because of her, big ups to the single 
moms out there yo. My uncle, Khaya Sishuba has been like a 
father that I look up to and a great example to our family. He 
has always looked out for me and my brother and continues to 
advise and encourage us to lead a successful and responsible life 
that our family can be proud of. I have a mentor: a driven, suc-
cessful individual and businessman with a great mind and a big 
heart (Eugene Le Roux). I learn about business - success aspects 
and how to invest in one's self from him. All of my influencers 
have led me to realise how a humbling background can turn into 
a success story as they all came from nothing. I want a success 
story for myself too...  
I want to be a positive and leading influence to society, creating 
awareness in areas such as health, wealth and the importance of 
being a dreamer. Dreams keep me going. Dreams DO become a 
reality if one surrounds one's self with the information and tools 
to take the journey towards realising them.  

"Be inspired to inspire" is my message.  
You can find me on social media as:  
Facbook: Zola Junior Vori Mbanguta  
Instagram: "Vplay_" (Zola Mbanguta)  



Hey Guys it’s your girl Warona Odhelia Dube, most may know me as Dj WARONA, that crazy girl from maftown. I 
was born in the year 1990 January 29 in maftown ( mafikeng ) in North West, well I am still leaving in maftown push-
ing my 9 to 5 as a Human Resource Personnel, lol yes she got brains #winkwink. 
Being a DJ- to me I would say I find my serenity in music a lot of times, especially back in high school when I started 
dealing with a lot of issues in my life and being aware of life itself. Music was just a getaway place for me and that ’s 
when I fell in love with house music and being a DJ. 
First time I learned how to play was 2007, but I chose to let go of the edge/ dream of being a DJ because I wanted 
to finish my matric first…. I fully went back in 2009 so yah I would say I have a full 9 years and counting in the DJ 
world. 
Besides the love of music, I would say one of the people that inspired me was my mathematics  teacher/ DJ in 2005 
who is still at it till today.  
I was very fortunate to be taught by a very dedicated DJ (KT ) and producer in Mafikeng and gave me the right 
foundation to this field. My first gig was the after party of David Kau’s comedy show and I must say it wasn’t for his 
motivation, effort and time I don’t know where I would be today. 
Who is your target market? I wouldn’t say I have a specific target, but hey it’s always about people enjoying the 

music I play and getting the groove on.  

What has been the major highlight of your Journey so far? Firstly, Looking back at the 
challenges that I came across back then as a female DJ in a male dominated field where I 

found myself constantly disadvantaged because of gender, recognition on its own is 
an accomplishment for me. 
Secondly, being featured on Dj Fresh and Euphonik’s show ( Club Culture), being the 
1st female  DJ from  North West to represent on National TV, the opportunity to play 

on big stages, meeting legends in this industry, hearing my mix tapes play on radio 
stations and realizing that I have been an inspiration to others.  

If you were given an opportunity to be or do anything in life. What would 
you do or be? Wow!! Good one, being mentored by the great Black 

Coffee.  
Is there anyone special in your life (child, lover)? Kggg kggmm! #clears 

throat …..yes, “she” is the track I am busy with in studio at the mo-
ment. 

What more can we look out for from you in the near future? More 
from me on the production side and expanding my brand as a 

whole.  

Is there anything we should expect from you outside your 
field of work? Yes I am definitely not a one trick 

pony, besides me being a DJ, modeling, radio and 
TV are some of the things that I have been 

hooked on from a very young age. I have just 
started a movement for plus size women in 
maftown called SPANKY PLUS  which is going 
very well and I am making moves!! 

Facebook page – DJ WARONA  and personal 
acc is Dj warona dube  
Twitter - @waronadube  
Youtube- DJ WARONA  
Instagram -@dj_warona 

 







She came to light when we first heard an incredible and exquisite RnB 
rendition of AKA’s Award winning hit single “Baddest” which left us in 
Ore. Yes, we have our eyes and ears on the streets and we are watching 
very closely. Not only does Lucille Slade possess a fresh sound, she is 
gifted with a voice so luring it will have monks and sages dancing to Sis-
ter Bettina if she sang it. T-Rapz got to chill with this beautiful, sexy and 
charismatic young woman who will soon take her rightful place on the 
throne.  
Where did your musical Journey start? Yoh! I’ve been at it for a very 
long time, literally since pre-school. Besides school, music is that one 
thing that always stuck out as something that I need to continue perus-
ing. I even went to study it at university and graduated with a degree in 
live performance, it’s been a long journey and it’s always been really 
clear that music is where I’ve been meant to go.  
You’re currently signed under ‘Boom Studio’, how did that move come 
about? I had entered a competition back home in Kimberly, that’s after 
graduating. So one of the judges of the competition introduced me to 
Dave and from then on we formed a relationship, it so happened that he 
was starting a label and I he wanted me to come on as one of his Artists. 
As an RnB Artist in South Africa, are you not afraid that RnB hasn’t 
seemed to have taken off yet? As we’ve seen most RnB Artists in the 
country either fade out or end up switching to Afro-Pop. No! Because I 
feel like there’s a new wave coming. You have people like ‘KLY’ who’s 
signed to ‘Ambitious Ent’ and his RnB is like new age, then you have 
Shekhinah who’s more urban RnB. I’m not trying to stay old school I 
think with the new music we’re going to be working on it’s going to be 
more urban, with elements of good old music. I think just like Hip-Hop 
had its struggle for a long time, I feel like we’re getting closer. 
You currently have an album out titled ‘Scratch the surface’, tell us 
more about that. The album is a 10 track album and one of the songs is 
a cover. I worked with a lot of friends, it’s just people I got to know as I 
was navigating the world of music and I did most of the writing myself. 
Right now we’re currently pushing the second single titled ‘Touch you’, 
it’s got a video out as well so people can check that out on YouTube. 
As your career grows, what type of influence would you like to bring in 
the industry? Right now I just I wanna get the music out there and get 
RnB music moving, so that someone else out there feels like they don’t 
have to change their sound to fit what everybody likes right now. I feel 
like everyone is so stuck in what they know and we’re not growing be-
cause we’re stagnant, so I’m hoping to break that boundary and then 
everybody else will hopefully jump to the RnB bandwagon and have it 
move and evolve.  
Now in terms of your grind, what do you feel are the key elements that 
keep you going every day? I just feel like there’s no way I have been 
given what I have for no reason, so I can’t just ignore it. Every career has 
its own ups and downs, but I wasn’t given this gift I have for me to go 
and do something else. 
Moving forward, what’s your next move? I’m excited because I’m work-
ing on new music and it’s sounding a lot closer to what I think I want to 
ultimately sound like and be known for.  
Any last words? People should just look out for the rise of the females, 
it’s about time that the women in industry have as much influence.   



http://www.brikor.co.za/




She is King, she is Queen and her wealth is her voice. She is cur-
rently ruling the Kingdom of House music vocals, her songs are 
pure royalty carved with her rich golden voice, and she is truly 
deserving of her status. Yamikani Janet Banda popularly known 
as Lady Zamar to the masses - needs no introduction and is no 
stranger to the throne. We invited this sexy sensational vocalist 
and had a chat with her about her journey and her current al-
bum.  
When did your journey in music start? My officially public jour-
ney started about 3 years ago. It was just that thing of I’d been 
recording for so long, just playing around in studio and then one 
of the songs that I had been playing on just became really popu-
lar in Pretoria. Fast forward a year later, we dropped another 
song with Junior Taurus called ‘Mamelodi’ and that was it and I 
had never predicted it would go this far but it did. 
How did you and Junior Taurus hook up? Around 2011 I was in 
some freestyle session with some guys rapping and we were 
doing this thing where we were throwing words into the cypher 
and you would just sing to whatever they said. So one of the 
guys there who was Junior Taurus’ friend came up to me and he 
was like “listen I know this guy who’s a producer and I really 
want you to meet him cause I think you got such a beautiful 
voice”, obviously you don’t believe someone like that but I just 
waited and then Saturday came and they came to pick me up, 
we went to the studio and recorded our first song. The song 
came out great, though we never released it. 
You guys then dropped a Due album together, was it always 
the plan to go your separate ways after that? Yes, because it 
was never the plan to be a duo in the first place, we were just 
producer and vocalist. I was never sure whose career we were 
going to focus on and I always assumed we would concentrate 
on Junior’s career because at that time I wasn’t that interested 
in doing a lot of performances. One day he just mentioned to me 
that maybe we should do this together and I was like cool, we 
then talked about it a couple of days before we dropped the 
album. We had the conversation because I was at a place where 
I was not interested in having a duo anymore and he was like 
let’s just do this and see it through and then we can go our sepa-
rate ways, we had decided on one  

or 2 albums and it happened over the first one. Now you got 
an album out titled ‘King Zamar’, tell us more about that. 
‘King Zamar’ came about after not being sure what I wanted 
to do, I was sure I wanted to continue doing music but I just 
wasn’t sure whether I was gonna do it for someone else. Being 
a featured Artist you kind of develop this thing where you feel 
like maybe you’ll always be a ‘featured Artist’, but my team at 
that time told me that maybe you should try and do something 
else and be yourself. Like you give people these great songs all 
the time, how about you have your own collection of work. So 
I started recording the album in the beginning of 2016, the 
album was scrapped like 3 times because of certain problems 
and people with their emotions. By the third try, that’s when 
we started finally getting it right and by then I had already de-
cided on the ‘King Zamar’. 
Why King Zamar? Well King because, first of being a female in 
the music industry I’ve seen so many females call themselves 
the “Queen of this and that” and I’m just like this is so Boring 
*lol* I don’t wanna be no “Queen of this”. I want to solidify 
my position in the music industry, I want to solidify it to my-
self, to my fans, I want my counterparts… my male counter-
parts to understand that I’m not here for games, I’m not here 
for their pleasure but I’m here to compete with the best of the 
best. Another thing is that I’ve slowly come to the realisation 
that my music is different from what everybody else does, I 
have then dubbed my Kingdom the ‘Zamartian Kingdom’ and I 
felt like as the ‘Zamartian’ leader I should then be a King. 
There’s also the fact that ‘Zamar’ means praising God in music 
and I just want to be the King of that too. 
Going back to the album, who did you work with? I worked 
with a lot of underground producers, for which some of them 
have done major work with a lot of people and just haven’t 
received the recognition. So yeah, I’ve worked with a lot of 
people who are not that well known and I wanted people to 
know that there’s some dope! Dope! Musicians all around us. 
Even for my second album, the main producers will be under-
ground producers because they don’t get a chance and I feel 
like with the work that I do I need to give people a chance.  



“when you’re starting out you need to understand 
that it’s going to take time, everybody’s journey is 
different and everybody has their own timeline.” - 

Lady Zamar 



What’s the next move? I’m dropping the video for my second sin-
gle ‘My Baby’ and the video concept is so simple but it’s so pretty. 
There’s like a time which you will see, when you listen to the song 
you see a timeline of a relationship and that’s what you get with 
the video as well. We found the most amazing team to do it, we 
have 2 amazing dance teams working on the dance routine and it’s 
just one of those videos that I hope will change the game.  
I also have workshops coming up that will help educate young up-
coming musicians on the dangers, the limitations and the opportu-
nities within the music industry. I was not educated about the mu-
sic industry and there were some places where I almost tripped 
and fell, I feel like had I not had the people around me that love 
me so much and the God that loves me I would’ve gone down the 
drain, I would’ve had one song and just disappeared. I have my 
own fashion line coming up as well, there’s a lot coming from me 
in the next couple of years.  
You mentioned that your sound is different, how would you de-
fine it? I do a lot of ‘Pop Dance’, I don’t actually do the generic 
house music. My influences of music are so vast, I’m influenced 
from country to blues, I’m into electro, and I’m an avid! Avid! Sup-
porter of the reggae movement. So there’s a lot of influences in 
my music, I myself can hear it when I’m sitting in studio and some-
times I’ll actually be like “hmm this song might be too different”. 
My way of writing as well, I don’t really like one liners and people 
always tell me like “Yoh! Your lyrics man!” and I’m like I really 
don’t see it. I really appreciate what people see in my music, I ap-
preciate the fact that they love it and they feel like it’s different. 
You’re definitely an inspiration to a lot of people out there, so for 
someone who’s watching and wants to know what are the key 
elements to your grind tell us what keeps you going? First and 
foremost God, without him I believe there’s nothing to me and 
there’s nothing I can offer to the world. Something else that really 
motivates me are the people I’m surrounded by, people think I’m 
such a buttered child but I’ve actually gone through some serious 
hardships and I don’t want to see the people that I’m around to go 
through those hardships. Another thing that really inspires me is 
that with so much evil in the world, if I have to just record one 
song that will make one person’s life amazing I’ll do that. Now for 
someone who’s starting out in the music industry, what advice 
would you give them? First and foremost when you’re starting 
out you need to understand that it’s going to take time, every-
body’s journey is different and everybody has their own timeline. 
Yours might happen where you get into it and the first song you 
ever do becomes this huge sensation or you might find yourself in 
a 10 years struggle with the industry, but if you love it and you 
want to do it you have to be patient and work hard. 
Another thing you need to understand is that it’s a game of educa-
tion and knowledge, when I talk about education I’m not talking 
about your conventional education. I’m talking about learning the 
music industry, there are not a lot of people out there who will 
give you the skills that you need and if you find one that will edu-
cate you on what is needed you must be thankful. So get as much 
information as possible, do not get into it naïve. Never forget that 
it’s your journey and not someone else’s, be honest with yourself 
and be completely plain with what you want people to hear and 
what you want people to understand about you… and Just Never! 
Ever! Give up if it’s something you want to do. 







Tell us about your musical journey? It started all the way back in 2003, I 
was in High School doing grade 8. Started out as a Duo with a friend of 
mine and we called ourselves ‘Klass mates’, we were basically fooling 
around until I started posting the music online. ‘Nick holder’ heard the 
music and he wanted to release the music, we released one track with 
‘Nick Holder’ back in 2008 and it did pretty well. I then went on to 
release something like 30 tracks under Nick Holder’s ‘DNH rec-
ords’, I wasn’t too happy so I switched to a different label that’s 
based in the Netherlands. I dropped something like 30 tracks 
with that label as well, but it was all underground. I had issues 
of not receiving royalties and a whole lot of musical business 
problems so I quit for like 2 years, I thought maybe this music 
thing is not for me so I got myself a 9-5. So I only came back 
this year after I met ‘DJ Fortee’ and his friend ‘Regalo’ and 
they encouraged me to start producing again. Not long after 
there’s a guy called ‘Mthi HD’ who asked me to do a beat for 
him, which ended up as my single because after he gave me 
the vocals I was like this is a smash. While I was pushing that 
track I dropped a random video on Facebook which got like 
3000 views and then we received a call from ‘Gallo records’, 
they saw the video and they immediately wanted to sign. 
They initially wanted to sing me for 3 albums but we ended up 
agreeing on a 1 album deal.  
You’ve got a new record deal, what should we expect? I’ve 
now gone mainstream I currently have 2 singles out building 
up to the album release, the first single is titled ‘Looking back no 
more’ and ‘rising’ is the second single. The album is mixed mastered, 
packaged and basically done, it should be dropping around Septem-
ber. We’re currently just working on building up to the album and 
people should expect a single every month. 
Since you went with a one album deal with Gallo records, what’s 
the plan after the album? ‘DJ Tokzen’ has also offered me a contract 
at ‘Tokzen records’, so after this album I’ll be working with 
‘Tokzen’… it’s going to be a team of myself, ‘DJ Tokzen’, ‘Dj Fortee’ 
as well as ‘Mthi Junoir’ amongst other talented people as well. 
Now when it comes to the hustle, what do you feel I the key 
elements to making it? I think you have to have that non 
give-up factor. Whatever you’ve chosen to do stick to 
it and never give up, I think that what makes a true 
hustler and I think that’s what brings true suc-
cess. Whatever you do you have to do it to the 
best you can, I believe the music I’m doing I’m 
doing it to the best I can. I’m a perfectionist 
so the music quality always has to be on 
point, I just keep going and keep pushing. 
Any last words? Yeah, People should just 
get the singles. I’ve actually come to real-
ise that people are familiar with my music 
but not the name, so please start familiarising your-
self with the name. I’ll also be doing my best to get 
the name out there, because the music is playing on 
the radio and is actually doing quite well.   



Tell us about your musically journey, when and how did it start? The 
journey started with a dream, I wanted to sing and I started as a gos-
pel singer back at home. So I came up to Johannesburg with this gi-
gantic dream of meeting Brenda Fassie which didn’t happen, I never 
got to meet her. However I always had this thing of “I want to sing 
and I want people to sing my songs”, so I started to perform at thea-
tres and I started meeting the right people in the industry. I released 
2 RnB albums and the journey has brought me to where I am at now, 
where I’ve just released a dance album.  
After releasing 2 albums which didn’t do that well, what kept you 
going? Music! It’s something that is within every artist and something 
that every Musician has, It’s a feeling, an urge that makes you feel 
like you can’t give up until the journey is complete, I don’t think the 
journey ever gets complete anyhow. I wanna sing and for you to hear 
my music the platform is for me is to get into the studio and record it, 
so I’m gonna do it up until you feel like “OK we’ve had enough Lungi” 
*lol*.  
 
When it comes to RnB music, it seems like it’s a struggle in South 
Africa. Most RnB Artist shift to another genre or they just fade 
away, why do you think that is? Not just in South Africa but I think 
throughout the world music has just taken a different direction alto-
gether and the whole love Ballard thing has changed, people are no 
longer so much into RnB, jazz, soul or anything that has slowness to 
it. Everything is just so quick these days and with that kind of music 
there’s a lot of production involved, you don’t just walk into the stu-
dio and just record and you leave, it comes from a very special space. 
With music moving at a fast pace everybody had to keep up and RnB 
kind of took the back sit, it’s coming back slowly and people are start-
ing to appreciate it again. You’re getting Artists like ‘Frank Ocean’ 
who are bringing the love ballads back in a different way. 



So would you go back to RnB? I never left, I’m just sharing a different shade of you. 
On your latest album ‘Black Diamond’ you worked with ‘Black coffee’, how did the 
collaboration come about? I initially worked with ‘Black Coffee’ on his album ‘Pieces 
of me’, I wrote and sang the song called ‘Love on fire’. When we were working on 
the song I just said “well ‘Nathi’ I’m doing this song for you so when I do my album 
will you do a song for me”, Knowing that it may or may not happen *lol*. However 
God is amazing, so when I got into the studio to start working on ‘Black Diamond’ I 
gave him a call and told him that I’m in the studio working on my album would you 
please do me a favour and produce one sing for me, he did better than that by featur-
ing on one song and produced the second song for me.  
Who else did you work with on the album? I worked with ‘Kalawa Jazz me’, ‘Dj Bob-
ster’ produced an amazing! Amazing song with DJ mix titled ‘uzobuya’. Of course I 
worked with ‘Mondli Ngcobo’ who produced the majority of the album, I just wanted 
a different sound not just house, I didn’t want to be categorised as a house singer. 
Hence the album it categorised as ‘Dance’, where I infused Kalawa Jazz me dance, 
KZN dance and deep house. 
Moving forward, what can we expect from you for the rest of the year? Everything! 
We’re currently working on the deluxe version of the album. People do love the 
whole ‘House Lungi’, there are DJs that have approached the label and we’re current-
ly working in studio with them, I just can’t reveal who they are at the moment. So 
we’re looking forward to the deluxe album and we’ll also be dropping more videos 
with the next one being the video to my crazy song called ‘kiss Madolo’ celebrating 
everybody with knock-knees *lol* 
You also run a foundation called the Lungi foundation, tell us more about that. The 
NGO is called the “Lungi Foundation’, I work with 22 Primary schools in KZN. At the 
moment we’ve put everything on hold because I’m focusing on mainly promoting the 
album as well as my brand. However what we do is we help primary school kids with 
clothes, food and stationary, we’ve partnered up with ‘Gift of the Givers’. We’ve 
dressed over 2000 kids in winter working with another company in Cape Town that 
provided a whole bunch of school books for the libraries. 
So if someone else wabts to get involved, is there a way to do so? Yeah, you can just 
hit me up on thelungifoundation@gmail.com 
Now for anybody who looks up to you and appreciates your grind, what are your 
key elements to your hustle? It’s an everyday thing… The music industry is not easy, 
no lie. The music industry is very hard and it’s extra hard for females. So for me the 
key is getting up every day and hustling, I’m blessed because I have a record label 
behind me and I have amazing people behind me. The amount of time that I’ve spent 
in the industry helps as well, but if you’re young and up-coming you need to under-
stand that finishing your studies (school) will help you a lot. Secondly, If God has giv-
en you a gift don’t come into the industry and let people tell you who you are. You’ve 
known from the time you were little singing along to your idols who you are, it was 
already imprinted in you. All that the record companies do is elevate the gift, so don’t 
come into the industry and let them change who you are. Stay true to your gift, stay 
true to who you are and move forward… So Don’t give up!  
You always mention the importance of having a team behind you, for someone who 
is coming up and doesn’t realise that you actually need people behind you, please 
advise. I know ‘Black Coffee’ is going to be upset when I say this, but I always tell him 
this #1manBand thing is a lie! *lol*. Nobody is a one-man band, you need people. Peo-
ple make you, as you go higher and higher there are people who are involved. Even if 
it’ someone writing an article about, there are people involved. My team is absolutely 
amazing! I have a whole bunch of people behind me and I’m still going to meet a 
whole bunch of people, so one of the main rules I live my life by is be humble, Know 
that ungumuntu ngabantu. So as you get to the top or as you climb to the top, don’t 
forget how many people actually helped you to get there.  
Any last words? I’m so happy to be here! *lol. Thank you so much for having me, I’m 
really happy to be here and thank you to my fans.  

mailto:thelungifoundation@gmail.com


Every successful entrepreneur has had their ups and downs. 
Most have experienced crippling failures before eventually ris-
ing to fame and fortune. What sets these successful entrepre-
neurs apart from the rest, is their resolve to learn from their 
mistakes, try again, and most importantly listen to business 
advice from those who’ve gone down this path before them. 
One of my most valuable sources of business advice over the 
past few years has been Ramit Sethi, an Entrepreneur, NY 
Times bestselling author, and instructor of How to Make Mon-
ey and Grow a Business here on CreativeLive. 
Ramit’s helped me realize that success never comes overnight, 
and you won’t build a profitable business without some help 
along the way. 
Today I reached out to some of the most successful and re-
spected entrepreneurs from around the world. I asked them to 
share the best business advice they’ve ever received. 
1. Tim Ferriss: Choose your friends wisely. “The best advice I’ve 
ever received is ‘you are the average of the 5 people you associ-
ate with most.’ I’ve actually heard this from more than one per-
son, including bestselling authors, Drew Houston of Dropbox, 
and many others who are icons of Silicon Valley. It’s something 
I re-read every morning. It’s also said that ‘your network is your 
net worth.’  These two work well together.” 
Tim, a 3x NYT best-selling author and CreativeLive instructor of 
The Four Hour Life, recently launched his brand new TV Show, 
The Tim Ferriss Experiment. 
2. Sheryl Sandberg: Seize incredible opportunities that come 
your way. “The best advice I ever received was from Eric 
Schmidt, when he was Google’s CEO & I was thinking about not 
taking the offer from Google. He told me that when picking a 
job, only one criterion mattered: fast growth. He said, ‘If you’re 
offered a seat on a rocket ship, you don’t ask what seat. You 
just get on.” 

Sheryl, Facebook’s Chief Operating Officer is very focused on 
empowering women to become leaders in business through 
her book and frequent speaking engagements with her or-
ganization, LeanIn. 
3. Lewis Howes: Invest in yourself. “Grant Cardone told me to 
invest more of the money I make back into my brand and in 
myself. Always invest in you!” 
Lewis is an accomplished former professional football player 
and lifestyle entrepreneur that’s taught thousands how to 
turn their passions into viable online businesses and has built 
a powerful personal brand on the back of his top-ranked busi-
ness podcast.  
4. Guy Kawasaki: Listen to your customers (while you still 
have the chance). “I’ve had lots of good advice but this one is 
one of the best. ‘As long as people are complaining, they still 
want to do business with you. When they stop complaining is 
when you need to worry.’ It was from Marty Gruber, presi-
dent of a jewelry manufacturer that I was working for in Los 
Angeles, way before my tech career.” 
Guy is an immensely successful startup founder, best-selling 
author, and investor. He’s currently the chief evangelist at 
Canva, an online graphics design service that makes it easy to 
create graphics without any previous skills. 
5. Vanessa Van Edwards: Seek learning opportunities in every-
thing. “Every time you think to yourself, ‘I already know this’ 
or ‘This isn’t for me,’ try turning it around by asking, ‘How can 
I make this work for me?’ This instantly puts you into a learn-
ing mindset and helps you see opportunities everywhere. I 
learned this from Marie Forleo and it has fundamentally 
changed how I approach my business life.” 
Vanessa is a brilliant behavioral scientist on a quest to teach 
people how to effectively communicate and accomplish their 
dreams. Check out her online class, Master Your People Skills. 



6. Nir Eyal: Build a meaningful network. “The most insightful 
advice I can remember receiving came from Andy Rachleff, 
who at the time was teaching at Stanford. He helped me un-
derstand the tremendous power of the network effect.” 
Nir is a technology entrepreneur, speaker, and author of the 
recent best-selling book Hooked, already one of the most 
respected works on building powerful, habit-forming prod-
ucts. He has a great course on CreativeLive where he teaches 
how to create repeat customers for any type of business. 
7. Tara Gentile: Know your customers inside-out. “I’ve 
learned to really think about who I actually want to sell to, 
instead of some generalization or profile of who might buy 
from me. Every time I’ve named individual people and creat-
ed content with them in mind, those people have actually 
worked with me. No solicitation, just genuine connection by 
tailor-making what works best for them. Of course, I’ve also 
met many other amazing people who needed the same 
things.” 
Tara is an entrepreneur and prolific business strategist. She 
teaches small and medium sized business  owners how to 
truly unlock their potential and connect with their custom-
ers. Check out her in-depth class on Turning Your Service into 
a Product. 
8. Michael Port: Never stop chasing your dreams. “I asked a 
friend, who made more than 30 million dollars by the time he 
was 30, why he thought he was successful. His response: 
“there’s all this money our there, someone’s going to pick it 
up, it might as well be me.” 
Michael is an accomplished entrepreneur, actor, author, and 
speaker. His Book Yourself Solid framework has helped many 
business owners and freelancers grow by getting the right 
clients that help them achieve their best work. 
9. Chase Jarvis: Fail often. The best business advice I’ve ever 
received was from the legendary Sir Richard Branson (an 
investor in CreativeLive and mentor/inspiration to me). His 
simple but brilliant advice is to always manage the downside. 
“When you prepare against catastrophic downsides (avoid 
“betting it all” or “mortgaging everything”) it allows you to  

create a culture where you can take lots of small to mid-size 
risks, learn and build.” Put simply – it’s exceedingly rare that 
greatness comes from a single blind all-in swing or a brash act. 
Boldness is required but the boldness that sticks around to 
experiment regularly, to fail small and often, and cultivate a 
culture of risk taking is what generates the biggest wins in the 
end. 
Chase is the co-founder of CreativeLive and is an award-
winning professional photographer, director, artist, and entre-
preneur. 
10. Derek Halpern: Do great work and promote the hell out of 
it. “The best business advice I ever received came from a sim-
ple quote from John D. Rockefeller. He said, ‘next to doing the 
right thing, the most important thing is to let people know you 
are doing the right thing.’ Right now, we live in an overcrowd-
ed world, and if you’re not out there promoting yourself, you’ll 
NEVER make an impact. That’s why this quote is so important. 
Do good work and promote the heck out of it.” 
Derek calls this the “80/20 Promotion-Creation Rule”. And it’s 
the secret to his incredible successes in blogging and online 
courses. 
Being an Entrepreneur is a Journey -- Not a Destination … 
“Learn to love the journey. Enjoy the slow steady movements 
toward what you dream of. And take refuge in the simple com-
forts of loving relationships, dear friends and your creative vi-
sion. Remember to smell the flowers often, listen to the birds, 
befriend fear. I'll say that one again, befriend fear because it 
will likely be a constant companion. Nothing wrong with that, 
as a teacher told me, fear means: Prepare to Grow!” - Ahava 
Shira 
Article taken from http://blog.creativelive.com/top-entrepreneurs-share-best-business-advice/ 

http://blog.creativelive.com/top-entrepreneurs-share-best-business-advice/


1. Develop your emotional intelligence. This is basic, foundational work everyone should 
undergo in preparation for a great relationship. If you have low emotional intelligence, 
or you don't know what it is, today is the best time to start working on it. Emotional 
intelligence is a set of skills that include control of your impulses, self-motivation, empa-
thy and social competence in interpersonal relationships. It involves the ability to listen 
well, communicate calmly, and maintain self-control. Without emotional intelligence, 
your love relationship WILL have problems, even if you are compatible in most other 
areas. Here's a post I've written on the subject that can help you learn a bit more about 
emotional maturity. Also, I highly recommend Daniel Goleman's book, Emotional Intelli-
gence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ and Emotional Intelligence 2.0 by Travis Brad-
berry. 
2. Work through your “stuff.” This is another foundational step toward finding your soul 
mate. We all have baggage we carry into a relationship, and some is more debilitating 
that others. These can include childhood wounds, past relationship issues, or other 
emotional scars we harbour that impact our behaviours, moods, and self-control. The 
more unaddressed stuff you bring in to a new relationship, the more potential there is 
for conflict, low self-esteem, hurt feelings, and unhappiness. You are sabotaging your 
relationship before it ever gets off the ground. You've probably known people who've 
rushed into a new relationship immediately after divorce, only to have it end because 
they hadn't fully dealt with the divorce or problems leading to it. I strongly believe all of 
us need some amount of therapy and counsel before we enter into a serious relation-
ship, but this is particularly true if you have a lot of baggage. Do yourself and your fu-
ture partner a favour, and work on yourself to heal the past and learn new coping skills. 
Try to be as emotionally and mentally healthy as possible so you have the energy and 
resilience to be fully present for someone you love. 
3 Learn your love language. The term “love language” was coined by bestselling author 
and marriage counsellor Gary Chapman in his ground-breaking book The 5 Love Lan-
guages: The Secret to Love that Lasts. These 5 love languages include: words of affirma-
tion, quality time, receiving gifts, acts of service, and physical touch. By understanding 
your own unique needs, and the needs of your partner when you find him or her, you 
both learn how to express love in a way that feels most loving to each other. Take the 
time to consider how you feel most loved, cherished, and cared for. Find that out from 
your potential soul mate, and share your love language with him or her. If your partner 
isn't willing to offer your love language, or if you're resistant to offering it to your part-
ner, this is a serious red flag that the relationship isn't sustainable. 
4. Define your core values. You want to find someone who shares the most important 
guiding principles for your life. If your core values are different, then conflict is inevita-
ble. Make it a point to look for someone who shares as many of the same core values 
with you as possible. Here's a list of 400 value words to help you narrow down your 
own guiding life principles. You won't share every single value with your partner, but 
define your top 5-10 life values — those that are simply non-negotiable for you. When 
you're dating someone, at an appropriate time find a way to communicate your values 
to this new person, and ask them what their core values are. If they don't know, share 
the list of 400 value words and ask them to define them. If you discover you have wildly 
differing values, it's time to walk away. 
5. Get clear on the biggies (kids, money, sex, religion, politics) Do you want children? If 
so, how many? What will be your childrearing style and priorities? What is your philoso-
phy about money? Are you a spender or saver? How much money do you want? How 
much do you expect your partner to make? How important is sex to you? How often do 
you want it? Are you more wild or tame when it comes to sex? 
Are you religious? Do you expect your partner to share your faith or lack of it? Are you 
OK if he or she doesn't? Are you liberal, conservative, or somewhere in the middle politi-
cally? Does it matter if you're partner has differing political views? These are topics that 
are frequently sources of conflict between couples. If you regularly differ on these big 
life priorities, it will cause a rift in your connection and eventually impact the respect 
and love you have for each other. Rather than waiting for that to happen by ignoring 
these differences, address them now and consider how you will handle them in a com-
mitted relationship. 
http://liveboldandbloom.com/08/relationships/how-to-find-your-soulmate 
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What happens in a woman's body during a climax is very like what 
happens in your (male) body when you ejaculate. In other words, 
there's a feeling of increasing excitement, building up to a point 
where everything 'blows' in a great blast of ecstasy. 
This 'orgasmic moment' is characterised by surges of contractions 
in the sex organs, occurring almost every 0.8 seconds. 
Men are well aware that these throbs of pleasure are accompanied 
by the pumping out of spurts of seminal fluid. Obviously this 
doesn't happen in women. 
A fairly small proportion of females do produce some fluid at or-
gasm, but the impression given in so many erotic stories that most 
women 'ejaculate' is not correct. Only a minority do this. 
For men perhaps the most important thing to realise about female 
climaxes is that with women, it's not a mechanical thing – as it gen-
erally is with men. 
You see, most males will ejaculate quite quickly if they have their 
penises rubbed. This applies even if the circumstances aren't very 
romantic – or even if they don't particularly like the person who's 
doing the rubbing. 
Women are not like this. Female orgasm isn't a push-button re-
sponse. The conditions have to be right. Although females vary, 
many women need the following if they're going to orgasm easily: 
A romantic atmosphere 
Pleasant, comfortable surroundings 
A partner who they really like 
A feeling of being wanted and appreciated 
A good flow of natural lubrication – so that the delicate parts don't 
get sore. This may be natural vaginal secretion or even a lubrica-
tion product (some of which, like the Durex Tingle lube, are even 
designed to boost female stimulation). 
A skilled partner who knows how to stimulate the clitoris. 
Unless you can provide the above, you are not going to have great 
success in giving your partner orgasms. 

Touch her all over, not just those places. From the scalp to 
the soles of the feet, every square inch of the body is a sen-
sual playground, but too many men focus on just a few cor-
ners and forget the rest. Touch her everywhere. All over. 
Every square inch. Think of sex as whole-body massage that 
eventually includes the genitals. Whole-body massage pro-
duces deep relaxation, which helps women (and men) have 
orgasms. Massage her gently from head to toe. Try massage 
lotion (available at bath and body shops). Some non-genital 
spots that can feel surprisingly erotic include: the scalp, 
ears, face, neck, feet, and the backs of the knees. 
Slow down. Extended sensual warm-up time helps women 
have orgasms. Compared with men, most women need con-
siderably more time to warm up to genital play. Forget the 
wham bam you see in porn. When making love, do every-
thing at half speed. Sex therapists recommend at least 30 
minutes of kissing, cuddling, and whole-body sensual caress-
ing before reaching between her legs. 
Unfortunately, many women just aren't getting the orgasms 
they want. Last year, Cosmopolitan published a large and 
well-organised survey which showed that: 
Two-thirds of adult females aged 18-40 say that they have 
faked orgasm 
72% said they'd been with a guy who climaxed himself — but 
didn't even try to return the compliment 
38% said they weren't getting enough clitoral stimulation 
50% said: 'I often feel like I'm almost there – but can't quite 
get over the edge.' 
The most important thing for men to realise these days is 
that most women want orgasms. 
Try something new today!!! 



WHY COLOURS MATTER 
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The majority of people think that one can just apply makeup anyhow they 
deem appropriate, combining colours that don't match at all.  I personally 
don't think certain colours can be mixed with all other colours when having 
makeup on, I believe that other professional makeup Artists will agree with me 
on this one. 
Makeup is precisely similar to when you're wearing clothes and the colours of 
your outfit match to complement each other. Well, with makeup it also goes 
that way too. When talking about make up colour scheme, I mean your Eye 
shadows, Blush and Lip stick, you can't just apply these with any colour without 
checking if they match very well; especially with your outfit and if they match 
on their own. Not every day is a funny day. 
Having Smokey eye could go with all colours but that's only if you used a dark 
colour which is black. Should you consider trying out Smokey eye using other 
colours, you will have to think carefully of the colour of the lipstick to use hav-
ing considered the colour of your Outfit as well. Nude colour of lipstick also can 
be applied with any other colour of eyeshadows but if you want to go for other 
colours then you must choose a matching colour of eyeshadows and blush. 
You might also choose to go for Clean Eyes with just your Eyeliner and Mascara 
then go for a strong lip colour that will draw people's attention and boost your 
confidence. I believe that is still okay. Certain colours of outfits can match with 
any colour of makeup but avoid being a Christmas tree with many shouting 
Colours, it really doesn't look nice and clean.... Thank you. Until next time …
Wink! 

“avoid  
being a  

Christmas 
tree” 

 -Mcjane 
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Following the surprise release of his 13th studio album ‘4:44’, 
Jay Z’s latest offering went on to be certified platinum in less 

than a week’s time. 4:44 is is Jay Z’s fourteenth studio album and 
thirteenth solo album by American rapper Jay-Z., It was released on 

June 30, 2017 through Roc Nation. The album is produced by No I.D. 
with additional production from Jay-Z, as well as James Blake and Domi-
nic Maker on the album's physical bonus tracks. The album features 
guest appearances from Frank Ocean, Damian Marley, Beyoncé and Jay-
Z's mother, Gloria Carter. With Everybody kept asking themselves why 
‘4:44’ well, aside from JAY’z 40/40 club franchise, he and wife Beyoncé 
have a long and fascinatingly coincidental history with the number 4. 
JAY and Bey were both born and married on the 4th, on December 4th, 
September 4th, and on April 4th respectively, and even their child’s first 
name is the phonetic pronunciation of the roman number IV (Ivy).  

It’s just over a month after Cassper Nyovest has dropped his 
third studio album ‘Thuto,’ and he is already working on new 
music. The ‘Tito Mboweni’ hit-maker was seen with French 
Montana while he was in the country to perform at the much-
talked about Durban July, and both rappers somehow man-
aged to find time to have a studio session. “Me and French 
made something very wavy the other day in studio. #CirocBoys 
#OnArrival” Caspper took to social Media. This will be French 
Montana’s second collaboration with a South African rapper as 
he is featured on Nasty C’s ‘Bad Hair Extensions’ album. More 
and more African artists are scoring those big international col-
laborations and its just a matter of time until African artists and 
the African Music industry fully breakout to global domination. 

Jay Z back at the throne 

NASTY C DROPS NEW MUSIC 

"You Know My Dad Raised Me Well" is the latest anthem rippling 
through the South African hip hop world. Nasty C has been promis-
ing his fans a new song since last month but the boy finally comes 
through. Nasty C has been in the news lately with the expected 
drop of a new song as a follow-up to his "Bad Hair" and " Bad Hair 
Extensions" Albums. The Durban representor has released 031 as his 
first single since ‘NDA’. Nasty C puts his city on his heart on this one. 
031 is produced by Taylor King. Nasty C used the voice over from 
his Sway freestyle as the interlude for the record. The beat will defi-
nitely get you bumping your head, Nasty brings it with the sick flow 
as well. The song is not just a banging beat and sick flows only, Nas-
ty brings in some hard honest bars about his come up and hunger 
for success. “I just overused my VISA” is his first line as He has been 
totally busy and active - scoring a SAMA Award, earning 
a BET Award nomination and traveling to the US where he attend-
ed the ceremony, got hosted on Sway In The Morning, as well as 
Vlad TV and shot the music video for "Allow" - his collaboration 
with French Montana. 

NYOVEST TEAMS UP WITH MONTANA 
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MOVIE OF THE MONTH  

In 2012, Tony Stark and the federal government create the U.S. Department of Damage 
Control (D.O.D.C.), driving salvage company owner Adrian Toomes out of business. 
Toomes convinces his colleagues to not surrender the Chitauri technology already scav-
enged from the Battle of New York to instead use it to further a criminal agenda. 
In the present day, following the Avengers' internal dispute, Peter Parker resumes his 
studies after Stark tells him that he is not ready to become an Avenger. Over the objec-
tions of his Aunt May, Peter quits his school's decathlon team in order to spend more 
time focusing on "the Stark internship", which is a cover for his crimefighting activities as 
Spider-Man. 
One night, after preventing Toomes' associates from robbing an ATM, Peter returns to 
his Queens apartment only for his best friend Ned to discover his secret identity. On 
another night, Peter comes across Toomes' associates Herman Schultz and Jackson 
Brice selling Chitauri weaponry to local gangster Aaron Davis. When he tries to inter-
vene, Peter nearly loses his life at Toomes' hands and is rescued by Stark. Toomes later 
kills Brice for jeopardizing the operation. 
Retrieving a Chitauri weapon left behind by Brice, Peter works with Ned to remove the 
power core. A tracking device leads Schultz to Midtown School, but Peter and Ned man-
age to evade him. After planting his own tracking device on Schultz and learning that it 
leads to Virginia, Peter rejoins the decathlon team and accompanies them to Washing-
ton, D.C. for Nationals. 
Working with Ned, Peter disables the tracker implanted in his Spider-Man suit and un-
locks all its secret features. He later tries to stop Toomes from stealing weapons from a 
D.O.D.C. truck, but ends up being overpowered and trapped inside the truck, causing 
him to miss Nationals. When he discovers that the Chitauri power core is unstable, Peter 
tracks Ned to the Washington Monument, arriving just as the core explodes and traps 
Ned in an elevator. Evading local authorities, Peter manages to save Ned and fellow 
classmate Liz before the elevator plummets. Returning to New York City, Peter per-
suades Davis to reveal Toomes' whereabouts. Confronting Toomes and his associates at 
the Staten Island Ferry, Peter captures the group's new buyer Mac Gargan while Toomes 
escapes after a malfunctioning weapon tears the ferry in half. Stark helps Peter save the 
passengers before admonishing him for his recklessness and taking the suit away. While 
picking up Liz for Midtown's annual homecoming dance, Peter learns that she is Toomes' 
daughter. Deducing Peter's secret identity, Toomes threatens retaliation if he continues 
to interfere with his plans. Go watch the rest… a must see!!! 



The M4 CS comes to market about a year after the even more expensive and spe-
cialised M4 GTS. It will be in production for the thick end of two years and officially 

it’s not a limited-series car: BMW M says it will simply make as many as it can within 
the time it has to make them. About 1 000 a year, he says. And M boss Frank van Meel 

also says there’s sufficient global demand for the car to sell every one they’ll make. 
Unlike the GTS, the CS does without the fancy water-injection cooling for the induction sys-

tem. Apart from some detail changes to the exhaust system (derived from the regular M4, 
and not the costly titanium system from the GTS), there are no mechanical changes to the en-

gine – the power and torque increase comes primarily from software changes upping the boost 
to its twin turbos from lower revs. 

Peak power increases to 339 kW, which remains a distance behind what the likes of the Mercedes-
AMG C63 S Coupe and Alfa Romeo Giulia Quadrifoglio sedan produce. But BMW M will be trusting CS 

owners to realise that the combination of 10 per cent more torque, 35 kg less weight and some addition-
al Cup-tyre-derived traction delivers this new M4 a claimed 0-100 kph time of under 4 seconds: 3.9- to be 

exact. That is just a tenth off that of an M4 GTS, and exactly what’s claimed for both the Mercedes-AMG and 
the Alfa Romeo. 

The CS uses the lightweight carbon fibre-reinforced plastic (CRP) bonnet and rear diffuser of the GTS and adds 
its own new fixed-height front splitter and rear gurney spoiler (also made out of CRP), while retaining the carbon 

roof of the regular M4 Coupe. Inside, it’s got the weight-saving lightweight door skins and centre console of the GTS 
as well as the special pared-down stereo. But, it’s also got back seats. 

When you stand back and digest the car’s abilities, you’re likely to conclude that the M4 CS feels more like a refined and 
perfected M4 than a radically altered one. It handles better, sounds better, goes harder and still works very well on the 

road. But it feels familiar, and in that respect, it’s probably notionally closer to a "Competition Package Plus" than a "mini-
GTS" because its dynamic character and handling balance are broadly unchanged. 

That’s good news is you like the regular M4, of course. For others, it’s probably too early to say whether BMW’s estimated 
R400 000 premium for the M4 CS will be worth paying; for R1.8 million (est.), the floating voter should accept nothing less than 
the best sports coupe in the class. 
So this could be the car to put the M4 back on the top of its particular performance niche – but it’ll take a meeting with an Mer-
cedes-AMG C63 S and an Alfa Romeo Giulia Quadrifoglio to establish it for certain. For now, it feels too close to call. 

http://www.cars.co.za/motoring_news/bmw-m4-gts-2016-review/42996/#.WTALJ2h96M8


TECH & GAMES 

smartwatches are experiments. For a taste of the future, you've got to live with compromise on your wrist. But for a lot of peo-
ple, connected watches are best kept simple. Battery life wins out over tons of features, and ease of use over feature bloat. After 
all, that's what phones are for. Watches are where we check things quickly. Samsung Gear S3 Frontier is the first smartwatch that 
promises a fully untethered experience. This timepiece also happens to be gorgeous and pretty durable. And yet the 4G execution 
and app ecosystem aren't quite where they need to be. 
Design 
There's no getting around that most smartwatches are built for larger wrists, and the Samsung Gear S3 Frontier is no exception. 
Its face measures 46 x 49 millimeters (1.8 x 1.9 inches), and the watch weighs 2.2 ounces (without the band). That's more than 
twice as heavy as the 0.99-ounce Apple Watch Series 2. 
The right side of the S3 has two buttons: The upper one works as a universal back button, and the bottom button serves to return 
you to the home screen or the app menu. 

The Gear S3 Frontier is built to take some abuse. Its face is protected by Gorilla Glass, and it's MIL -SPEC-
810G rated to withstand drops of about 5 feet. The watch can withstand being submerged in up to 5 

feet (about 1.5 meters) of water for up to 30 minutes. The Apple Watch Series 2, however, can go 
as deep as 164 feet (50 meters).  You can Transform the appearance of your Gear S3 just by 

changing the watch face. With 15 preloaded designs and more available at the Gear App 
Store, it's really a matter of choice. Each one comes with a corresponding Always on Display 
version so you get a seamless look through and through. For something more personal, 
design your own watch face and Always on Display and make it truly yours. 
The Gear S3 classic will cost you around R4 900 while the Frontier version costs around R5 
600 



http://www.airmauritius.com/


Maldives is one of the most exotic destinations in the world 

D  R  E  A  M       L  O  C  A  T  I  O  N      O  F       T  H  E     M  O  N  T  H 



The Maldives is a tropical nation 
in the Indian Ocean composed of 
26 ring-shaped atolls, which are 
made up of more than 1,000 coral 
islands. It’s known for its beach-
es, blue lagoons and extensive 
reefs. The capital, Malé, has a 
busy fish market, restaurants and 
shops on the main road, 
Majeedhee Magu, and 17th-
century Hukuru Miskiy (also 
known as Friday Mosque) made 
of carved white coral. 
it is the world's lowest country, 
with even its highest natural 
point being the lowest in the 
world, at 2.4 metres (7 ft 10 in).
[15] Due to the subsequent risks 
posed by rising sea-levels, the 
government pledged in 2009 to 
make the Maldives a carbon-
neutral country by 2019. 
The Maldives have been histori-
cally and culturally linked to 
the Indian subcontinent since the 
fourth century BCE. The Maldivi-
an archipelago was Islamised in 
the 12th century and consolidated 
as a sultanate, developing strong 
commercial and cultural ties 
with Asia and Africa. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_highest_point
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_highest_point
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maldives#cite_note-guardian.co.uk-15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sea_level_rise
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_neutral
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_neutral
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_subcontinent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Sultans_of_the_Maldives
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Africa


FOOD & WINE Despite a slow and steady rise among foodies, dessert wines are still getting 
the short end of the booze stick, often losing to well liquor as a dessert com-
panion despite the existence of a perfect off-dry wine for everything from 
cheesecake to Almond Joy bars. 
As with dry wines, there’s enormous diversity in dessert wines, since ancient 
winemaking regions crafted sweet wines locally using a wealth of tech-
niques like drying ripe grapes or using only frozen berries. As a result, des-
sert wines exist across the sweetness spectrum, from slightly off-dry to unc-
tuous, candied examples, and thus satisfy a wealth of palates and a bounty 
of desserts. 
Like pairing red wines with red meat, there are simple guidelines for combin-
ing solid and liquid desserts for the tastiest results. To start, the wine should 
always be at least as sweet as the dessert. Think of the difference between 
tart, fluffy strawberry shortcake, and gooey fudge brownies — the choco-
late brownies have exponentially more sugar than the fruit-laden shortcake. 
As a result, a very sweet wine like ruby Port is a natural choice for brownies 
(as opposed to dry Cabernet) while mildly sweet demi-sec Champagne 
would match the sweetness of strawberry shortcake. 
Secondly, the shelf life of fortified and sugary wines is much longer than the 
dry counterparts, demolishing the “but I can never drink a whole bottle,” 
excuse for avoiding dessert wines. Re-corked and in the fridge, sweet wines 
will last 4-6 weeks, because their residual sugar acts as a preservative. Sub-
sequently, a glass or two per week is all it takes to enjoy a full bottle, even if 
you’re sipping solo. 
In short, there are five dessert wines every drinker should know: Port, Sher-
ry, Botrytised wines, Madeira, and Vin Santo. Dozens more exist, but these 
five are widely available mainstays alongside both traditional and outlandish 
desserts (like fun-size candy bars and other vending machine delights). Plus, 
they won’t break the bank. 
WINE AND DESSERT PAIRINGS  
Granny Smith Apple and Brown Butter Custard Tart 
Kate Neumann adds fragrant browned butter to a sweet custard loaded 
with caramelized apples and baked in a buttery tart shell. 
Wine Pairing: Ice wine. Generally made from Riesling, Vidal Blanc or Vignoles 
grapes harvested after the first winter frost. Silky and rich, ice wines are lus-
ciously sweet and full of concentrated flavor, with a vibrant acidity that 
keeps them fresh-feeling. They usually pair well with desserts made with 
fruits such as nectarines, peaches or apples. 
Double-Chocolate Bundt Cake with Ganache Glaze 
Many Bundt cakes are heavy and buttery, but this one is surprisingly light 
and incredibly moist under its silky chocolate glaze. 
Wine Pairing: Vintage Port. Vintage ports are big wines, with black-fruit fla-
vors and powerful tannins when young; pair them with something equally 
intense, like a rich, dark-chocolate dessert, or a blue cheese like Stilton. 
Raspberry Jam Bomboloni 
Kate Neumann fills the donut holes with fruit jams or chocolate ganache, 
then rolls them in sugar and spices as soon as they come out of the frying 
pan. 
Wine Pairing: Italy's Brachetto d' Acqui. Effervescent and not too sweet, 
with a wild berry flavor and fizzy tingle, this sparkling red from Piedmont 
makes a great end to a meal. Pair it with any berry dessert, from a raspberry 
tart to a blackberry crumble to a handful of freshly picked wild strawberries. 
Greek Yogurt Panna Cotta with Honey-Glazed Apricots 
Kate Neumann describes this cool, delicate dessert as having "the qualities 
of custard without the egginess. Greek yogurt makes it wonderfully tangy." 
Wine Pairing: Orange Muscat. The Mediterranean grape, is sometimes con-
fused with the more common Muscat Blanc à Petits Grains. It creates deli-
cious dessert wines. Its floral aromas (think tangerine and orange blossoms) 
and light to medium body make it ideal with fresh fruit or any dessert with a 
tangy edge. 



The Queen B is no stranger to breaking the in-
ternet and this time she did just that.  

A pic of her lovely gorgeous dress designed by 
her one and only designer Gert, flooded the so-

cial media along with several other pics from 
her party. 

The slay queen just can’t stop. 




